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(A)  Before a registered wholesale distributor  of dangerous drugs may sell dangerous drugs at

wholesale to any  person, other than the persons specified in divisions (B)(1)(a) to  (d), (f) to (h), (l),

and (m) of section 4729.51 of the Revised  Code, such wholesale distributor shall obtain from the

purchaser  and the purchaser shall furnish to the wholesale distributor a  certificate indicating that the

purchaser is a licensed terminal  distributor of dangerous drugs.  The certificate shall be in the  form

that the state board of pharmacy shall prescribe, and shall  set forth the name of the licensee, the

number of the license, a  description of the place or establishment or each place or  establishment for

which the license was issued, the category of  licensure, and, if the license is a limited category I, II,

or III  license, the dangerous drugs that the licensee is authorized to  possess, have custody or control

of, and distribute.

 

If no certificate is obtained or furnished before a sale is  made, it shall be presumed that the sale of

dangerous drugs by the  wholesale distributor is in violation of division (B) of section  4729.51 of the

Revised Code and the purchase of dangerous drugs by  the purchaser is in violation of division (C) of

section 4729.51  of the Revised Code.  If a registered wholesale distributor of  dangerous drugs

obtains or is furnished a certificate from a  terminal distributor of dangerous drugs and relies on the

certificate in selling dangerous drugs at wholesale to the  terminal distributor of dangerous drugs, the

wholesale distributor  of dangerous drugs shall be deemed not to have violated division  (B) of

section 4729.51 of the Revised Code in making the sale.

 

(B)  Before a licensed terminal distributor of dangerous drugs  may purchase dangerous drugs at

wholesale, the terminal  distributor shall obtain from the seller and the seller shall  furnish to the

terminal distributor the number of the seller's  registration certificate to engage in the sale of

dangerous drugs  at wholesale.

 

If no registration number is obtained or furnished before a  purchase is made, it shall be presumed

that the purchase of  dangerous drugs by the terminal distributor is in violation of  division (D) of

section 4729.51 of the Revised Code and the sale  of dangerous drugs by the seller is in violation of
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division (A)  of section 4729.51 of the Revised Code.  If a licensed terminal  distributor of dangerous

drugs obtains or is furnished a  registration number from a wholesale distributor of dangerous  drugs

and relies on the registration number in purchasing  dangerous drugs at wholesale from the wholesale

distributor of  dangerous drugs, the terminal distributor shall be deemed not to  have violated

division (D) of section 4729.51 of the Revised Code  in making the purchase.
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